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Abstract 
 

The UPnP architecture defines 
peer-to-peer network connectivity of 
intelligent appliances, devices, and control 
points[1,2]. It is designed to bring 
easy-to-use, transparent, standards-based 
connectivity to networks, whether these 
networks are in the home or small business. 
However, the weakness of the device 
communication is the problem of the UPnP 
architecture. For example, in the normal 
UPnP architecture, to play a video file must 
find out and navigate each Media Server. It 
is inconvenient to use and is quite a big 
work to spend much time to search it. In this 
paper, we propose an Integrated Logical 
Structure-Based (ILSB) UPnP architecture 
to improve the system performance and the 
proposed architecture will be compatible 
with standard UPnP devices. 

Based on the UPnP architecture, the 
proposed architecture is constructed as a 
logical structure to integrate each device's 
service and provide the same capability with 
each other devices. Based on the 
architecture, the location of the device can 
be transparent and provides a more powerful 
data transmission capability. Once a user 
plugs a new UPnP device into the network, 
the capability of the new device will be also 
plugged into each UPnP devices. Comparing 
with the normal UPnP architecture, the 
ILSB-UPnP architecture can provide a 
higher availability, better performance, and 
easier-to-use, especially in an environment 
that devices are highly distributed. 
 
Keyword: UPnP, ILSB-UPnP, discovery, 
description, control, eventing 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
There are a few frameworks introduced 

by the eHome environment. They include 
UPnP, Salutation [3], Service Location 
Protocol (SLP)[4-8], Jini[9-12], and 
OSGI[13,14] which are summarized as 
shown in the following table. 

 

 
 
In the eHome environment, we must 

consider the following issues for integration: 
- Plug and Play Devices: In eHome 

environment, some devices are always 
power-on, and some are power-off. Maybe 
the others are by user's request. Hence the 
eHome device system couldn't be 
centralized. It must be more transparency 
and reliable. 

- Standard Protocol and easy to build: 
Since most CE devices do not have much 



memory and the performance is not good 
enough, the implementation must be simple, 
easy and more efficiency. 

Based on above issues, the UPnP is a 
good choice for eHome environment. 
However its framework doesn't support any 
group service, a user must use UPnP control 
point to access a service by again and again. 
Hence we will base on the normal UPnP 
framework to improve it and make it be a 
more available and efficiency device. 

 
1.1 UPnP Architecture 
 

There are a few basic concepts 
introduced by the UPnP architecture. 
[15,16,17,18,19,20] This session introduces 
these concepts and the underlying UPnP 
object model, describing each of the 
different UPnP entities and their 
corresponding roles and responsibilities. 
Devices, services, and control points are the 
basic abstractions of the UPnP device 
architecture. A UPnP device can be any 
entity on the network that implements the 
protocols required by the UPnP architecture. 
Because UPnP standardizes the protocols 
through which a device communicates rather 
than the APIs that a programmer uses, any 
entity that behaves as a UPnP device by 
speaking the required protocols is a UPnP 
device. Thus, a device either can be a 
dedicated physical device, such as an 
Internet gateway, or a logical device, such as 
a PC, that has implemented the functionality 
required of an Internet gateway. 

A UPnP device contains zero or more 
services; a service is a unit of functionality 
implemented by a device. Each service has a 
set of methods, or actions, each with a set of 
optional input and output parameters and an 
optional return value, much like a function 
in the C programming language. The 
services that a device must implement are 
determined by the device's type. The 
working committees of the UPnP 
standardize the set of services that particular 
device types must support. For example, an 
audio rendering device, such as a CD player, 
might have a service that provides the ability 

to play, stop, and pause audio content. A 
control point is an entity on the network that 
works with the functionality provided by a 
device. In the terminology of client/server 
computing, the control point is the client and 
the device is the server. Control points can 
invoke actions on services, providing any 
required input parameters and receiving any 
output parameters and possibly a return 
value. Control points can also request the 
device notification when the device states 
changes. Figure 1 shows a control point 
invoking an action on a UPnP device. The 
device has implemented a single UPnP 
device type that contains two services. Any 
entity that invokes the services of a UPnP 
device is a control point. In fact, UPnP 
technology-enabled devices may have 
control point functionality built in, so that 
they can invoke the services or monitor state 
changes in other devices. With this 
capability, devices can form a peer-to-peer 
network where devices take advantage of 
each other's service. Figure 2 shows a UPnP 
technology-enabled device that contains a 
control point that can invoke the services of 
other UPnP devices. A device such as an 
electronic picture frame could implement 
this pattern by having control point 
functionality build in, so that when a user 
presses buttons on the side of the picture 
frame to navigate through the pictures to be 
displayed, the control point application on 
the picture frame retrieves digital images 
from another UPnP device on the network. 
However, the control point application must 
know the location where the picture is. For 
example, if a user wants to find out a 
specific photo album, he/she must find each 
UPnP device, and navigate these. It is quite 
a big work and needs to spend much time. 
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Figure 1 Control Point Invoking an Action 
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Figure 2 A Control Point in a UPnP Device 
 

1.2 Motivations 
 

In order to reduce the overhead of 
achieving UPnP device communication 
while supporting device discovering, service 
action, and notify event, we propose an 
integrated logical structure-based UPnP 
architecture in this paper. 

First, the discovery process enables 
control points to find devices and service 
and retrieve information about them. Also, 
once a device has acquired an IP address, the 
device may advertise itself and its services 
on the network. Based on the Simple Service 
Discovering Protocol, we propose an 
improved device discovering service. The 
proposed architecture maintains an 
integrated logical structure-based list for 
each device and service on the network. 
Once a discover request occurs, the 
improved discovering protocol will take the 
place of all the devices to response the 
message. 

Second, control is the phase of UPnP 
where control points invoke the actions 
provided by a device's service. A device's 
service receives a control message and acts 
upon it. The device may change state as a 
result of the operation, leading to the next 
UPnP phase, eventing. Thus we based on the 
above integrated device list to maintain each 
UPnP device description and its service 
interface invoke. Hence the Control Point 
might use any interface in one device as use 
it in any devices. 

Third, eventing allows control points to 
monitor state changes in devices. The UPnP 
architecture uses a publisher/subscriber 
model where control points may subscribe to 
a service provided by a device. The device's 
service notifies all registered control points 
upon changes in state variables. Responding 
to state changes in this way enables a UPnP 
network of devices to be a dynamic, 
responsive, event-driven system. In this 
paper, we propose a mechanism to monitor 
the entire device in the network and a 
physical/logical event converting table for 

the publisher/subscriber mode. Based on the 
normal UPnP architecture, we construct an 
ILSB-UPnP Architecture to provide a more 
convenient environment for the end user to 
create, use, manage and share digital 
contents. 

 
2. Integrated Logical Structure-Based 

UPnP Architecture 
 

The growth of relevant UPnP 
technology has enabling normal equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) companies to equip 
today’s eHome environment with embedded 
platforms. As a result, general-purpose 
UPnP applications such as Network Light, 
Media Server, Printer, Network Gateway, 
and Digital Video Recorder (DVR) are 
highly promising. However, the deployment 
of such UPnP applications on a rapid and 
dependable scale over on-off computing and 
ad-hoc networks is proving to be extremely 
difficult. If a user wants to find out a 
specific media, he/she must find out the 
deployment of each UPnP devices, and 
navigate these. It is quite a big work and 
needs to spend much time and not 
convenient. 

The object of this section is to 
investigate these efficiency issues in the 
design of scalable framework for UPnP 
architecture. The effort will include the 
implementation of an Integrated Logical 
Structure-Based for on-off computing and 
eHome environment to be as an ILSB-UPnP 
system. And specific research themes to be 
pursued are: (1) support service discovery 
and its description, (2) support service 
control as a proxy agent (3) support eventing 
notification. 

We have developed an ILSB-UPnP 
system that integrates UPnP normal 
technology to enable a whole array of 
operations, such as support for increasing 
availability of services discovery, improving 
service control transparency and its 
grouping concept, and providing eventing 
notification awareness in eHome 
environment. 

The basic concept of the Integrated 



Logical Structure-Based system involves 
devices communicating with services 
through the use of proxy agents from UPnP 
device to another one. This concept is 
similar to a traditional 3-tier model from 
control point to device and from device to 
another one. However in the normal UPnP 
environment, a control point may send a 
request to a UPnP device for searching 
specific media. If result is fails, it would 
send the request again to another and step by 
step. These are presented in the Figure 3. 
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UPnP Device

UPnP Device

UPnP Device

UPnP Device

UPnP Device

UPnP Device

a request  
Figure 3 UPnP Control Point 

Communications 
 

The proposed Logical Structure-Based 
system consists of three main mechanisms. 
The first mechanism comprises the 
ILSB-UPnP Discovery agents, i.e., entities 
that are expected to construct UPnP Logical 
Devices which mapping to another UPnP 
devices in the network and is made up each 
services to provide dynamic service. The 
second mechanism is the ILSB-UPnP 
Control agents, i.e., the agent that provides 
the platform form control point to execute, 
like to invoke a proxy server. The final 
mechanism is made up the UPnP eventing 
notification to control point. The 
mechanisms of Logical Structure-Based are 
illustrated in the Figure 4. The figure 
describes a typical sequence of interactions 
among different mechanisms within our 
provided. 

Finally, the control point will see all the 
services of each UPnP devices are the same 
and all the capabilities of each UPnP devices 
are equal. In the following section, the 
proposed Logical Structured-Based system 
will be described in more detail. 
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Figure 4 Logical Devices Strategy 

 
According to the above deployment, all 

of the UPnP devices have the same services, 
which support discovery, control, and 
eventing. These are presented in the Figure 
5. 
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Figure 5 UPnP Control Point with 

Integrated Communication 
 

2.1 Discovery for ILSB-UPnP 
 

About the Discovery we inherit the 
UPnP Discovery protocol to procure the 
ILSB-UPnP Discovery protocol. When a 
device is added to the network, the 
ILSB-UPnP Discovery protocol allows that 
device to advertise all the ILSB-UPnP 
services on the network to control points. 
Similarly, when a control point is added to 
the network, the ILSB-UPnP Discovery 
protocol allows that control point to search 
for integrated devices of interest on the 
network. Hence any integrated device like a 
discovery gateway it advertise its and all the 
relative integrated device and allows control 
point to search any integrated device like 
normal device. Figure 6 is its sketch map. 
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Figure 6 ILSB-UPnP Discovery 

Protocol 
 

For constructing a Logical Devices into 
an embedded device, we induce two types of 
devices in the ILSB-UPnP Device. One is 
Normal Device and the other is Virtual 
Device in the network. Normal Device is a 
physical UPnP device. It is embedded into 
the normal UPnP Device for working special 
function, like UPnP Media Server, UPnP 
Media Renderer, and so on. Virtual Device 
is a virtual UPnP device, which does not 
exist in the ILSB-UPnP Device. It is like a 
proxy agent for all normal devices in the 
intranet. We use it to archive all the normal 
devices and let the ILSB-UPnP Device be an 
integrator. The following is the steps to 
construct it for some UPnP situation. 

 
2.1.1 Steps to build ILSB-UPnP device 
 

To construct a Logical Devices and 
embedded into an ILSB-UPnP device when 
it is available. All ILSB-UPnP devices must 
find out, which devices are normal and 
which are ILSBs. Hence a new add-on 
ILSB-UPnP device must collect the normal 
UPnP devices and then collect another type, 
ILSB-UPnP devices. Finally, to construct the 
logical device or virtual device list and then 
embed these list into device. The processing 
steps specified by the ILSB-UPnP device 
architecture are presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 The Processing Steps of the 

UPnP Virtual Device 
 

 Try to Collect UPnP Device List via 
UPnP SSDP 
First, an ILSB-UPnP device must try to 
collect the UPnP Device List via SSDP. 
If the device successfully acquires a 
device list, it is ready to continue with 
next phases. It must thereafter only be 
concerned with updating the virtual 
device list when any SSDP advertise 
event occurs. 

 Try to Collect ILSB-UPnP Device List 
via ILSB-UPnP SSDP 
Next, an ILSB-UPnP device must try to 
collect the ILSB-UPnP Device List via 
ILSB-SSDP. If the device successfully 
acquires a device list, it is ready to 
continue with finding out virtual device 
list. It must thereafter only be 
concerned with update the virtual 
device list when any integrated 
advertises event occurs. 

 Find out the Virtual Device List 
The first step, the collected device list 
includes UPnP Normal Devices and 
ILSB-UPnP Device. Hence the second 
step, we collect the integrated device 



list. If we want to find out the Normal 
Devices for building the Virtual Device 
List, we just only subtract Normal 
Device from ILSB-UPnP Device. 

 Send the Device available – NOTIFY 
with ssdp:alive 
The last step, send the device available 
notification via UPnP SSDP and the 
ILSB-UPnP SSDP. 
 

2.1.2 Modify the ILSB-UPnP device 
      dynamically 
 

Once a device is available, all 
ILSB-UPnP devices must have the 
capability to change Logical Devices 
dynamically when receiving any SSDP or 
ILSB-UPnP SSDP notification. We propose 
the following steps to re-construct virtual 
UPnP device. Figure 8(a) shows the 
processing flow. 

 
 Try to Re-Construct the normal and 

Virtual UPnP Virtual Device List when 
received UPnP SSDP notification: 
First, when the device received a UPnP 
SSDP notification ILSB-UPnP device 
must try to re-construct the UPnP 
Virtual Device. Figure 8 shows the 
processing flow of this step. 
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Figure 8 UPnP Virtual Device Flowchart 

 
 Try to Re-Construct Virtual UPnP 

Device List when received ILSB-UPnP  
SSDP notification: 
Next, an ILSB-UPnP device must try to 
re-construct the ILSB-UPnP Device 
List once the ILSB-UPnP SSDP 
notification is received. 

 Send the UPnP SSDP and ILSB-UPnP 
SSDP notification again: 
The last step, send the UPnP SSDP and 
ILSB-UPnP SSDP notification again to 
broadcast to every device of the 
changed message. 
The processing flow of the last two 

steps is shown in Figure 8(a), and Figure 8(b) 
shows the guideline for the UPnP Virtual 
Device and how to build the ILSB-UPnP 
Device II into the ILSB-UPnP Device I. The 
whole concept is shown in Figure 9. 
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 Figure 9 ILSB-UPnP Discovery Protocol 
 

 



2.2 Description for ILSB-UPnP 
 

After an ILSB-UPnP control point 
discovers a device, it has only the 
information contained in the discovery 
message, the device’s type, its universally- 
unique identifier, and a URL to its 
description document. In this situation the 
ILSB-UPnP Device is already fabricate 
Virtual UPnP devices. Hence UPnP control 
point could find out more about the device, 
including the services and actions it supports, 
the control point retrieves description 
documents from the device even these items 
is not in ILSB-UPnP Device. 
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Figure 10 ILSB-UPnP Device Description 

Flow 
 

The UPnP description for a device is 
partitioned into two parts, which is shown in 
Figure 10. One is a device description 
describing the physical and normal 
containers, and one or more service 
descriptions describing the capabilities 
exposed by the local device. The other is a 
device description describing the virtual and 
fake logical containers and one or more 
service descriptions describing exposed by 
another UPnP device. Likewise these 
descriptions are like standard UPnP 
description includes vendor- specific, 
manufacturer information like the model 
name and number, serial number, 
manufacturer name, URLs to 
vendor-specific Web sites, etc. 

When a UPnP Control Point sends a 
request to get device description, the UPnP 
will response a device description including 

normal and virtual device description (The 
virtual device list is built by UPnP 
Integrated Discovery). Hence now we must 
consider how to build the virtual device 
description. The steps, as specified by the 
ILSB-UPnP device description, are 
presented in the flowchart shown in Figure 
11. 
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 Figure 11 Device Descriptions and Service 
Control Flow 

 
First, an ILSB-UPnP device must 

generate a Virtual Device Description via 
Virtual Device List, and response it for the 
UPnP Control Point request. Next, the 
ILSB-UPnP device must try to cache each 
device’s service and build a service list for 
request. When a service request is not the 
cache, the ILSB-UPnP device will send the 
service request to the background Normal 
UPnP device and cache it after received its 
response message. It is like a service 
description agent. However when the Virtual 
Device List is changed by received a UPnP 
SSDP or an ILSB-UPnP SSDP message. The 
ILSB-UPnP Device Description must be 
re-organized and the cache agent must be 
reset. 

 
2.3 Control for ILSB-UPnP 
 

After a UPnP Control Point acquired the 
ILSB-UPnP Device Description and its 
Service Description, Control Point will then 
invoke any of the actions provided by the 
device’s services. In this section, we will 
introduce how to invoke these ILSB-UPnP 
Device controls. 
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Figure 12 ILSB-UPnP Device Description 

Flow 
 

The ILSB-UPnP Control Protocol 
shown in Figure 12 is partitioned into two 
parts. One is a device controller controlling 
the physical or normal embedded device, 
and one or more service controller 
controlling the capabilities exposed by the 
local device. The other is a device controller 
controlling the virtual or fake logical 
containers and one or more service 
controller controlling exposed by another 
UPnP device. Likewise these controllers are 
like UPnP Control including action invoke, 
response, query invoke, and query response. 

When a UPnP Control Point sends a 
request to invoke an action, the ILSB-UPnP 
device will distinguish which type of action. 
Is it a physical invoke action or logical 
invoke action. If it is a logical invokes 
action, the ILSB-UPnP device will be like a 
proxy agent and send the same invoke 
message to another UPnP device. After the 
response message from another UPnP device, 
the ILSB-UPnP device will send these 
response messages to its sender. These are 
presented in the Figure 12. Though the 
control action, and query variables are 
corresponded UPnP control action and query 
variables norm. Since ILSB-UPnP Device is 
similar to a proxy agent, we will provides 
the proxy procedure policy in the following. 
Three steps explain this. 
 When receiving the control invoke 

message 
When receiving the control invoke 
message, the agent will reproduce this 
message and modify some related 
fields for using it to invoke another 
UPnP device. 

 Using reproduce message to invoke 
another UPnP device and waiting for its 
response 
Using reproduce message to invoke 
another UPnP device, we can find out 
the UPnP device address via UPnP 
Virtual Device List (It is a mapping 
table between Virtual Device Service 
and Physical Device Service). 

 When receiving response message from 
another UPnP device 
When receiving response message, the 
agent will reproduce this message and 
modify some related fields and 
response it for its requestor. 
 

2.4 Eventing for ILSB-UPnP 
 

This section explores ILSB-UPnP 
eventing, starting first with a brief overview 
of event notification in a distributed system 
and the publisher/subscriber model. After a 
UPnP Control Point acquired the 
ILSB-UPnP Control Protocol, Control Point 
will then sends a subscription message to 
subscribe eventing. In this section, we will 
introduce how to subscribe the ILSB-UPnP 
eventing. 
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 Figure 13 ILSB-UPnP Eventing Flow 



Figure 13, the UPnP Integrated 
Eventing, is partitioned into two parts. One 
is a device eventing from the physical or 
normal embedded device, and one or more 
eventing capabilities exposed by the local 
device. The other is a device eventing from 
the virtual or fake logical containers and one 
or more eventing exposed by another UPnP 
device. Likewise these eventing are like 
UPnP standard eventing including subscribe, 
unsubscribe, and eventing message. 

When a UPnP Control Point sends a 
request to subscribe an eventing, the 
ILSB-UPnP device will distinguish which 
type of eventing. Is it a physical or logical 
eventing. If it is a logical eventing, the 
ILSB-UPnP device will like a proxy agent 
and send the same eventing request to 
subscribe another UPnP device eventing. 
After the response message from another 
UPnP device, the ILSB-UPnP device will 
send this response message to its subscriber. 
These are presented in the Figure 13. 
However the subscribing and un-subscribing 
eventing are corresponded UPnP eventing 
norm. Hence the ILSB-UPnP Device is like 
a proxy agent, we will define these policies 
in the following. 
 When receiving the subscribing/ 

un-subscribing eventing message, the 
agent will reproduce this message and 
modify some related fields for using it 
to subscribe/un-subscribing eventing to 
another UPnP device. 

 Using reproduce message to 
subscribing/un-subscribing eventing to 
another UPnP device and waiting for its 
response 
Using reproduce message to 
subscribing/un-subscribing eventing to 
another UPnP device, we can find out 
the UPnP device address via UPnP 
Virtual Device List (It is a mapping 
table between Virtual Device Service 
and Physical Device Service). 

 When receiving subscribing/ 
un-subscribing response message from 
another UPnP device 
When receiving subscribe/un-subscribe 
response message, the agent will 

reproduce this message and modify 
some related fields and response it for 
its subscriber. 

 When receiving eventing message from 
another UPnP device 
When receiving eventing message from 
another UPnP device, the ILSB-UPnP 
will reproduce this message, modify 
some related fields, and send it to the 
eventing subscriber. 
 

3 Integrated Logical Structure-Based 
UPnP Analysis 

 
This section presents the comparison of 

the proposed ILSB-UPnP Architecture with 
the standard UPnP. We also analyze the 
availability, efficiency, transparency, and 
easy-to-use of the proposed architecture. 

 
3.1 Availability 
 

Here, we assume that all UPnP device 
nodes have the same up-probability p, which 
is the probability that a single node is up 
operational and there are n nodes in the 
eHome environment. Thus, the availability 
of the UPnP normal device is p. It is very 
clear to analyze this availability. Since a 
control point always accesses a device node 
at one time. If the probability of this node is 
p, then the availability of eHome UPnP 
architecture is p at the same time. 

Next, we analyze the availability of the 
ILSB-UPnP Architecture. Let AV(i) be the 
function for evaluating the availability of the 
ith node environment. If the network 
consists of only one node, it degenerates to a 
central controller and the availability of 
itself, i.e., AV (1) = p where 0≦ p≦1. Next, 
for the two nodes the availability is at least 
one node being up. Thus: 

 
AV (1) = p        (1) 
AV (2) = p2 + 2p(1 – p) 

= p(2 - p) ≧ AV (1) ≧ p      (2) 
∵0 ≦ p ≦ 1.        (3) 
∴AV (2) ≧ AV (1)        (4) 
∴AV (n) = pAV (n - 1) + (1 - p)AV (n - 1) + p(1 - p)n-I  (5) 
∵AV(n-1) ≧ p       (6) 
AV(n) ≧ AV(n-1)       (7) 

 



Finally, let AV(n-1) ≧  p be the 
probability that n-1 nodes in the network 
and the nth node is added to the network. 
Hence the availability of n nodes can be 
presented in eq. (7). According above we 
discussion. The availability is greater than p. 
Thus, the availability of the ILSB-UPnP 
architecture is better than normal. Figure 14 
illustrates the AV(n)-availability of the 
ILSB-UPnP between n=1 to n=20, where p 
is between 0.1 to 0.9. Obviously, as n is 
increased, the AV(n)–availability is 
increased for a fixed p. Moreover, as p is 
increased, the AV(n)-availability is increased 
for a fixed n. 
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 Figure 14 The availability of the 
ILSB-UPnP Architecture 

 
3.2 Efficiency 
 

In this section, we define a UPnP 
environment to verify the efficiency. 
Suppose there are n Media Servers, like 
media storage server, in the network and 
each service would be spent t milliseconds. 
Hence in the normal UPnP architecture, to 
play a video file must find out each server 
and navigate it. Thus we analyze each steps 
of the normal UPnP architecture and our 
proposed via discovery, description, control, 
and event protocol. We suppose a normal 
UPnP device will spend t milliseconds for 
each service. Hence in the normal UPnP 
device, the operator will spend t(ms)*n in 
discovery step, t(ms)*n in description, 
t(ms)*n in control step and the total time is 
3tn(ms) since in the discovery and 
description must have to operate each UPnP 
device. However in the integrated device, 
the operators only operate a integrated 
device. Hence it will spend t(ms)*1 in 
discovery step, t(ms)*1 in description. In the 
control step the operators spend time is the 
same since the integrated is like a proxy and 

service for control point. The following is 
the comparison to spend time between 
theirs. 

Table 1 Comparison of normal and 
ILSB- UPnP 

 Normal Integrated 
Discovery t (ms)*n t(ms)*1 

Description t (ms)*n t(ms)*1 

Control 
t (ms)*n t(ms)*1+ 

t(ms)*(n-1) 

Event N/A N/A 

Total 3tn(ms) 2t+tn(ms) 

 
Based on above table; in practical, if the 

t is 300(ms) and n is 20. The spend time of 
Normal is 18 seconds and the spend time of 
Integrated is 6.6 seconds. The spend time of 
ILSB-UPnP Architecture is less than normal 
UPnP. Hence the efficiency of the 
ILSB-UPnP architecture is better than 
normal. 

 
3.3 Transparency 
 

Based on the above A/V environment, 
in the normal UPnP architecture, the 
probability to find out a special video file 
from n Media Server is 1/n. However in the 
ILSB-UPnP is 100%. Since it is like a proxy 
and can invoke any request to backend for 
control point. Thus its probability is 100%. 
That means the end user doesn’t need to 
known where the Media Server is and how 
to control the data path. Hence the 
transparency of ILSB-UPnP architecture is 
better than normal. 

 
3.4 Easy-to-Use 
 

Since the architecture of the 
ILSB-UPnP strategy is like a proxy which 
cans communication with each other. These 
communications construct an integrated 
system in the eHome environment. When a 
new UPnP device is plugging in and then 
talking to share their services. These 



behaviors will establish a whole system. 
Each ILSB-UPnP Device has the same 
capability and share mutual message. For 
the control point, it is more convenient and 
don’t care where the device is and how to 
submit the data transmission. Thus the data 
transfer and control is more transparent. 
Hence this architecture is more easy-to-use 
than normal. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
In this paper we have proposed a 

Logical Devices Strategy, called ILSB-UPnP 
system that integrates UPnP normal 
technology to enable a whole array of 
operations, for increasing the availability of 
services discovery, improving the service 
control transparent and its grouping concept, 
and providing the eventing notification 
awareness in eHome. We have enhanced the 
SSDP to collect each normal UPnP device 
and integrated device lists in the network 
and provided a logical structured-based 
device node as virtual device nodes to the 
UPnP device. Comparing to the normal 
UPnP architecture, the ILSB-UPnP 
architecture can provide a higher availability, 
better performance, and easier-to-use, 
especially in an environment that devices are 
highly distributed. However, the ILSB-UPnP 
SSDP protocol will increase the traffic of the 
network and impact a running service 
quality, for it will interrupt the running 
service and reconstruct a new logical device 
list based on the proposed strategy.  
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